The Wang 2200 MVP
A computer for all reasons.

WANG
Making the world more productive.
The Wang 2200 Series MVP
With the advent of small business computers, small corporations and businesses have increasingly enhanced their business effectiveness. Accounting, management information processing, research engineering, and dozens of other facets of modern commerce and manufacturing are now being served with systems unavailable just a few years ago. But very few small business computers can serve such a diverse variety of tasks with the responsiveness of the 2200 Series MVP. The Wang MVP is the small business computer that addresses the requirements of many kinds of businesses. They need computer resources at more than one location for more than one task. It's a system that addresses your current needs and provides easy system expandability to match your future growth.

Many operators, many jobs. Because up to twelve terminals can be attached to the 2200 MVP, key jobs don't stack up while waiting for computer time. The computer and terminals are free to concurrently process a variety of jobs — up to sixteen. Interactive jobs run in the foreground, while batch jobs requiring minimal operator attention run in the background. This means the 2200 Series MVP can handle office automation, accounting, business forecasts, order entry, inventory, research, scientific computations, and other specific applications according to your individual requirements. And the 2200 Series MVP's high-speed central processor minimizes delays and operator work time — no matter how many complex programs the system is processing.

A powerful but simple language.
The 2200 Series MVP supports a Wang-enhanced BASIC language designed specifically for interactive programming. Easily learned by novice programmers, yet sophisticated enough for the most demanding applications, Wang BASIC makes the task of writing, documenting, and debugging programs easier and faster. BASIC provides powerful language capabilities for a wide range of applications. Because Wang BASIC is interpretive, program errors are caught and corrected immediately, eliminating compile time.
Suit your software needs.
Your present staff is all that's required to perform your business applications with a 2200 MVP. Enjig's extensive network of independent software vendors can deliver the exact application software you require, from a generalized accounting system to a completely integrated manufacturing system. For example, one complete package could tie together accounting, engineering and design, bills of material processing, costing and estimating, materials requirement planning, and numerical control programs.

New microprocessor controlled terminal.
Sophisticated display attributes, typically included only on higher-priced terminals, are now available with the 2200 Series MVP's interactive terminal. Users now have maximum flexibility to process information with such new features as: business graphics, bright or normal intensity, blinking or nonblinking characters, underlining, reverse video, graphics character set, box graphics, screen dump to printer, and repeating keys.

Information — when you need it.
If timely information and reports are important to your business, the ability to access data immediately is an important consideration in your selection of a computer. Because the Wang 2200 MVP is interactive, you can access information and produce required management reports at any time, from your office terminal or from a terminal at a remote location.

The responsive system.
Each operator communicates directly with the 2200 MVP. The terminal consists of a large, easily-read CRT display and a typewriter-like keyboard. Clear instructions guide operators through data entry, and the system validates the data as soon as it is keyed in. Every file affected by the new data can be interactively updated, eliminating timely batch updates.

Wang is committed to your future.
The cost of a computer is measured twice. Once when you buy it and again when you upgrade to meet growing needs. Because of Wang's competitive pricing and corporate commitment to system expandability, both costs are kept at a minimum with a Wang 2200 MVP. You can begin with a single terminal, 32K memory, and dual diskette storage. As your business grows, the 2200 MVP can expand to 12 terminals, 256K user memory, and over 300 megabytes of disk storage. As with all Wang systems, upward compatibility eliminates rewriting software.

For larger companies with distributed processing requirements, the 2200 Series MVP supports a full line of asynchronous and bisynchronous telecommunications in a variety of industry-standard protocols.

Wang services what it sells.
The 2200 Series MVP is totally supported by Wang — from sales, through service. This commitment to Wang's users is reflected in our worldwide sales and service organization, available to meet your needs... now and in the years ahead. That's one reason why Wang, a Fortune 1000 company, is the second largest supplier of small business computers in the world.
Since 1951, Wang Laboratories has been serving the applied electronics and information processing marketplace. Today, thanks to the quality of products and a dedicated network of manufacturing, marketing, sales, service and support personnel, Wang is one of the fastest growing companies in the world.

**Significant Growth**

Wang Laboratories has experienced three significant growth periods in its thirty-year history. From individual, specialized systems design (1951-1964), to the first desktop and programmable calculators (1964-1972), to the Company's state-of-the-art family of data processing and word processing office systems, Wang has been a pioneer in the high-technology electronics industries.

**Integrated Information Systems**

Wang Laboratories is currently embarking on a new, far-reaching business opportunity. Integrated Information Systems' office systems which combine the functions of data processing, word processing and communications with optional high speed image printing and phototypesetting capabilities.

**End-user Sensitivity**

To maintain its position as an industry pioneer and demonstrate its commitment to the end-user, Wang Laboratories has developed one of the industry's most sophisticated distribution and service systems, plus a complete network of software experts and representatives. The hallmark of Wang Laboratories has been its direct, day to day involvement with Wang customers around the world—anticipating and responding to their needs with creative information processing solutions.

**Leadership**

As the leading supplier of Cathode Ray Tube (CRT)-based word processing systems, and the number two supplier of small business computing systems,* Wang Laboratories carries its reputation proudly into the 1980's. Wang Laboratories is listed among the Fortune 1000 companies and employs a staff of more than 12,000 with approximately 300 sales and service offices worldwide. Wang Laboratories maintains its Corporate Headquarters in Lowell, Massachusetts.

*As compiled by Dataquest Corporation and International Data Corporation (IDC).